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Ghost Story - The House

As the couple arrive on the gravel driveway, the ghost haunts the house. This is not

any ghost, this ghost is a doppelganger of the women who just arrived. They start

unpacking their luggage from the car under the freezing moonlight. The cold crisp

leaves are blown across ground.

The couple starts unpacking quicker since it's about to rain. Inside the house, there is

broken glass everywhere.Across the floor the shattered glass is glimmering in the

moonlight like stars shining.

It's getting late so they decided to go straight to bed and unpack in the morning.

The wind is howling, lightning is flying across the sky and trees are falling near the

grand house. The room goes icy cold, the man can hear footsteps...

Jerry  wakes Ava . They both hear the footsteps getting louder and louder and then

the door creaks open.   At that point they both  jump out of the bed and are scared

for their lives.  Jerry can feel the sweat trickling down his face and into his mouth.

His face scrunches up as the salty taste hits the back of his throat.

‘G-g-g-get`out and and leave us alone’ Jerry  shouts in a stuttery voice. The ghost

sands there still. Frozen. ‘What do you want from us!’ The room goes icy cold. The

thing is blocking the hallway. So nobody gets in and nobody gets out. The thing is

wearing a snow white top with blood stains all over. The clothes are ripped and

torn. Its long black hair goes crisp when it moves.

Jerry jumps out of the window and lands on the car leaving Ava in there all alone.

Jerry runs and runs. He has reached the bottom of the garden and then jumps the

fence. He can hear the screams of Ava. Then he  burst into tears.  But he wouldn't
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let his emotions get the better of him. After running through the dense jungle like

forest, he doesn't know where he is. Ahead of him he could see an old lumberjack’s

house. The inside of the house is covered in cobwebs and dust is everywhere. The

sun is rising through the forest and the rays are beaming through the window. He

looks around for any type of weapon and something like flares. He finds an old

sharp bladed axe which he is going to use for hunting. He then keeps running and

running. He can feel the cold wind hit his rosy red cheeks. The ghost isn't far behind

him. Jerry is starving for food and is dehydrated. Then he sees the thing in the trees.

It's next to him. Then behind him. Then in front of him.,.


